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Workshop Goals:

• "Investigate how robotics might best be used to support a
sustainable program of human exploration and science in
space.”

• "Identify areas where high-priority lunar and Mars surface
science needs can be met with space robotics capabilities,
while fostering improved understanding and communications
between the communities."



Overview:

• 1.  Modes of operations to accomplish complex goals:

• 2.  How do we get there?  Change our way of thinking:

• 3.  How do we look into the future?  "Wasn't the Future Wonderful?" Learn
from the past.

• 4.  What can we learn from exploration of remote and hostile environments
on Earth?

• 5.  What can we learn from robotic exploration of the Moon and planets?

• 6.  What can we learn from Apollo human exploration of the Moon?

• 7.  What are the guidelines and lessons for the future?:  The concept of
human-robotic partnerships:



1. Modes of Operation to Accomplish Complex Goals:

• -Parallelism: JCS.
• -Hypergolic interactions: National security pre-9/11.
• -Tangentialism: DHS, national security now.
• -Partnerships and synergism: Apollo Lunar

Exploration Program.

• Why was Apollo successful?:
Common goal, Presidential leadership, vision, attacked
parallelism, emphasized integration, founded on
systems engineering, bred science and engineering
synergism:

• Resulted in HUGE scientific legacy, immense national
pride and prestige.
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2.  How do we get there?  Change our way of thinking:

• Our goal is to "think our way to the Moon and Mars
and back".

• We need to constantly keep three things in mind:
– "Integrated systems engineering"

– "Human-Robotic Partnerships”

– "Science and Engineering Synergism"

• Think long term, integrate, remain flexible: The only
thing constant is change!



2.  How do we get there?  Change our way of thinking:

• We need to think about this at ALL time scales:

• Phase 1: Precursor: What do we need to prepare for
successful surface operations?

• Phase 2: Synchronous:  What do we need to optimize
the science return and use of humans? Apollo 17
boulder at station 6 versus MER meteorites.

• Phase 3: Post-Human Operations:  What do we need to
do to optimize the science return and follow upon
human exploration and post-visit Earth laboratory
data analysis? Apollo 15 500 day mission.



3. How do we look into the future?
"Wasn't the Future Wonderful?" Learn from the past!

 



• President Kennedy's "by the end of this decade" was both a
huge challenge and a blessing!

• 2009: Think 25 years ago: 1984!
– Ronald Reagan was President; George Orwell was deceased.
– There was no internet, no cell phones, no text messages, no

Twitter, no non-military GPS, no real personal computing
(Macintosh 128K was introduced in January 1984).

– RDI Systems releases the Halcyon laserdisc home console.

• What is the message?:  Today's technology will be obsolete,
tomorrow's technology is unforeseen.

• -Need to maintain flexibility!!  Lateral communication!  Systems
engineering!

3. How do we look into the future?
"Wasn't the Future Wonderful?" Learn from the past!



4.  What can we learn from exploration of remote, extreme and
hostile environments on Earth?

• Hawaii and Mount St. Helens: Active Volcanoes:

• Earth's Seafloor:
– Human and robotic exploration:

• Antarctic Dry Valleys:



Exploring Active Volcanoes: Reference Missions
• Goals: Why, what, when and where?

– To understand how active volcanoes work, mitigate natural
disasters, understand role of input of gases into the
atmosphere,etc.

– Any active volcano, any time, anywhere.
• Access: How do we get there?

– Commercial airliner, helicopter.
• Support: What infrastructure is needed?

– USGS Volcano Observatories: Science, logistical support.
• Exploration Mode: What do we do and how?

– Traverses, in situ analysis, sampling, observations.
• Relative Roles:

– Humans and automated probes.





Ocean Floor Exploration Reference
Mission

• Goals: Why, what, when and where?
– What is the effect of pressure on volcanic eruption style?  How

does this apply to Venus?
• Access: How do we get there?

– Research Ship and Deep-Sea Submersible.
• Support: What infrastructure is needed?

– Large-scale logistics support; ship, submersible, support crews,
repairs, rescue, etc.

• Exploration Mode: What do we do and how?
– Scientific dives and traverses: Sampling, observations, etc.

• Relative Roles:
– Human and automated probes.

• Results and legacy: What do we learn?



R/V Atlantis
and the

Alvin Deep Submersible



Mission Control Room
R/V Western Flyer

ROV Tiburon



Planning Traverses and Analyzing Samples



Analyzing Samples



Antartica Reference Mission
• Goals: Why, what, when and where?

– Unique ‘fossilized’ frozen climate zones.
– Very similar to Mars.

• Access: How do we get there?
– Commercial air, military transport, helicopter.

• Support: What infrastructure is needed?
– Transported to remote destination and left for 6 weeks.
– Tremendous infrastruture for support.  McMurdo Base.

• Exploration Mode: What do we do and how?
– Camp in hostile environment for six weeks; sampling, coring,

traverses, observations, measurements.
• Relative Roles:

– Human and automated probes.  Mostly human.
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5. What can we learn from robotic exploration of the
Moon and planets?

• -These operations MUST be put in the context of the
overall "systems engineering" approach to "thinking
our way to the Moon and Mars and back."

• -Phase 1: Precursor: What do we need to prepare for
successful surface operations?

• -Phase 2: Synchronous:  What do we need to optimize
the science return and use of humans?

• -Phase 3: Post-Human Operations:



5. What can we learn from robotic exploration of the
Moon and planets?

• -Orbital: Moon and Mars: Current lessons.

• -Lander: Surveyor, Luna 16, 20, 24: Current lessons.

• -Rover: Pathfinder, Mars Exploration Rovers,
Lunokhod: Current lessons.



6.  What can we learn from Apollo human exploration of
the Moon?

• Sequence of increasing human-robotic capabilities:
A11, A12: Geology tool carrier; A14: MET; A15-SEVA;
A15-17: LRV; A20-22: DMLRV.
– Lesson: Stay flexible, and plan for the long-term goal of

optimizing scientific exploration.

• Apollo 15: 500-day mission:  North complex, down in the
rille, layering in rille, layering in Hadley delta, thermal
erosion, pyroclastics, secondaries., more of genesis rock.
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6.  What can we learn from Apollo human exploration of
the Moon?

• Sequence of increasing human-robotic capabilities:
A11, A12: Geology tool carrier; A14: MET; A15-SEVA;
A15-17: LRV; A20-22: DMLRV.
– Lesson: Stay flexible, and plan for the long-term goal of

optimizing scientific exploration.

• Apollo 15: 500-day mission:  North complex, down in the
rille, layering in rille, layering in Hadley delta, thermal
erosion, pyroclastics, secondaries., more of genesis rock.



Human Exploration of Mars:
Lessons Learned from an

Apollo 15
500-Day Mission

Apollo 15 Commander David R. Scott
James W. Head

and Members of the
Brown Planetary Geosciences Group



Apollo 15 500 Day Mission

1. Imbrium impact basin.
2. Sinuous rille origin.
3. Mare history.
4. Ejecta from far craters.
5. Regolith history.

10 km



Apollo 15 500 Day Mission

1. Imbrium impact basin.
2. Sinuous rille origin.
3. Mare history.
4. Ejecta from far craters.
5. Regolith history.

10 km

Preliminary Results
1. Stay Time: 500 days.
2. Range: >100 km.
3. Mobility: LRV+++; LFU.
4. In situ experiments. 
5. Robotic Complements:
Earth-controlled robotic rovers.
6. 3-D exploration: Depth.
7. In situ sample analysis.
8. Returned Payload: Many
hundreds of kg!



6.  What can we learn from Apollo human exploration of
the Moon?

• Some Emerging Lessons from The Apollo 15 DRM:

-Synchronous human-robotic exploration partnerships optimize scientific
return (North complex).

-Human assistance: LFU (Hadley Rille, North Complex, bottom of rille).

-Post-human operations:
-Feed human scientific findings into post-human-mission robotic

rover exploration.

-Feed Earth laboratory findings into post-human-mission robotic
rover exploration.



7.  What are the guidelines and lessons for the future?:
The concept of human-robotic partnerships:

• -Think systems engineering, science and engineering synergism,
optimizing scientific return.

• -Think all three time-scales!  Pre/Syn/Post Human Missions.
• -Think integration: Each result changes future goals, objectives

and operational plans (Apollo, Earth exploration of remote
environments).

• -Think freeing-up humans to do what they do best:
– Don't think what instruments can we put on the surface that REQUIRE

humans ("let's give them something to do").
– Instead think: What can we automate to free up their time?  Robotic

support instrument; A15 drill, LRV to LFU.
• -Science and Engineering Synergism require DIALOG: It must

be CONSTANT and INTERTIVE!  This is a good start!!
• A Parting Example: Future of the Mars Exploration Program:

MEPAG Meeting: The transition!! Sample return to human.
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